TERMS OF REFERENCE:
National Scientific Committee on Rock Art Australia (NSCRAA)
Objectives:
The objectives of the NSCRAA are to support the objectives of the ICOMOS International
Scientific Committee on Rock Art (CAR), and in addition:
1. To further the conservation and protection of Australian rock art, through the
encouragement of a greater understanding of all the aspects of its significance
(including scientific, social, aesthetic and historic) and through the application of
best‐practice, values‐based conservation and management approaches;
2. To support Indigenous custodians of rock art to enable and facilitate their
primary and active role in the interpretation, management, conservation and use
of rock art sites;
3. To provide technical, scientific and conservation advice to Australia ICOMOS,
the Australian Government and ICOMOS International on issues relating to
Australian rock art, and where appropriate, to rock art in an international
context; and
4. To provide a discussion forum for members in relation to contemporary issues
and best practice relating to rock art documentation, research, management and
conservation.
Scope:
This Australia ICOMOS National Scientific Committee on Rock Art Australia (NSCRAA) will provide a
focus for both ongoing professional development and enhancing Australian practice in these
areas. It will also provide a basis for broader and more informed participation by Australian
experts and associate members in ICOMOS International Scientific Committee on Rock Art (CAR).
Policies and procedures:
Membership
Membership of NSCRAA is open to Australia ICOMOS members with an active interest in and/or
whose professional practice touches on the area of rock art. Individuals from outside Australia
ICOMOS who are engaged in activities relevant to the objective of the NSC and who can contribute
to the work of the NSC by bringing particular knowledge, expertise and/or experience to the group
can be accepted as Affiliate members.
Membership will initially draw on the Australian members of the existing rock art ISCs (CAR).
Meetings
The NSCRAA will meet at least once a year, continuing the pattern that has developed with the
existing group. In between, communication will occur by email and the Australia ICOMOS
newsletter. Additional meetings may be called to coincide with the Annual General meetings of
Australian Archaeological Association.
At these meetings, the NSCRAA will develop a work plan.
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Meetings will be notified in the Australia ICOMOS newsletter and reports of proceedings made
available after the meeting on a dedicated webpage within the Australia ICOMOS website. The
webpage will also facilitate communication by the NSCRAA.
The NSCRAA meetings will have a flexible format that includes:




Reporting on new developments in theory, issues and practice;
Encouraging active participation, especially of early and mid‐career professionals; and
May include an excursion or lecture or workshop.

Collaboration with other ISCs and IUCN will also continue to be a strong element in these
meetings.
Convenors Role
The convenors (coordination) role will maintain the activities and meetings of the NSCRAA.
The NSCRAA convenors will be drawn from the Australia ICOMOS membership. As has already
been established, at least two people should maintain the coordination role in a collaborative way.
The role should continue to be managed by early to mid‐career professionals.
The current convenors are listed on the NSCRAA webpage, and this will be updated as the
convenor role is passed on.
In consultation with the coordinators, senior professionals will serve as mentors to the
membership of the NSCRAA.
Activities
In addition to the roles and activities developed by the NSCRAA at its meetings, other activities will
be organised from time to time.
Support from Australia ICOMOS Executive Committee and other potential sponsors may be sought
as needed to sustain these activities.
Fees
In the interests of involving early and mid‐career professionals, the joining fee will be nil. Given
that members are responsible for their own transport and other costs associated with attending
meetings, it should be recognised that members already provide a considerable personal subsidy
into these activities. In order to keep costs at a minimum, host‐city ICOMOS members of the
NSCRAA will try to provide accommodation for visiting colleagues.
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